As school closings cross the country, staying connected is more imperative than ever before. We also understand that moving the classroom into the home requires that students have access to the internet—and that’s not all. Schools also need to ensure that connectivity supports important safety protocols like the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA).

That’s why we’ve created this offer for all public and private schools, from K-12 to colleges and universities. If eligible, we’re offering unlimited wireless broadband connectivity with AccessMyLAN™, at no cost for 60 days on new qualified data-only line activations.
Understanding the qualified data plans:

- The plans provide wireless broadband connectivity for tablets, laptops, and mobile hotspot devices.
- They provide unlimited domestic data usage on the AT&T 3G or 4G LTE network and AT&T Wi-Fi Basic Network (see www.att.com/attwifitosaup for details).
- Please also understand that after 22GB of data usage on a line in a bill cycle, we may have to temporarily slow data speeds on that line for the remainder of the bill cycle due to network traffic volumes.

The great news is our network continues to perform well. We continuously monitor bandwidth usage with tools that analyze and correlate network statistics. This is standard practice for us and you can stay informed at our AT&T COVID-19 website, under Network.

Qualified Rate Plans:

We understand the importance of procurement rules in education, so we’ve made this offer available on a selection of government plans offering unlimited data for tablets, laptops and mobile hotspot devices.

If you don’t have access to an eligible government rate plan, please reach out to your AT&T education sales representative for help.

Details about AccessMyLAN:

- AccessMyLAN is a CIPA-compliant solution that allows schools to manage the internet content students can access and view to help protect them from unsafe content.
- It provides visibility and flexibility for school administrators and IT staff to manage wireless connected devices and help enforce data security policies.
- If you’d like to read more about the management and protection features of AccessMyLAN, please visit this site.

Please read the important requirements:

- Based on the critical need across the country, this offer is available for activation on new lines only. It does not include equipment and is not eligible for existing lines on your account.
- The offer ends on July 31, 2020 and is available to qualifying AT&T customers (public and private K-12 schools, colleges and universities).
- In order to provide the offer at no cost for 60 days, we will credit your bill for the eligible data service (min. $50/mo.; max credit $100.00) and AccessMyLAN service (min. $9.99/ mo.; max credit $19.98). Bill credits start within 2 bills.
- If the service is cancelled, the credits will stop. And other fees, taxes, charges & restrictions apply. For additional details regarding the offer, please read below.
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